Harassment, Sexual Harassment,
and Abusive Conduct Prevention

Anti-harassment training that isn't cheesy and
covers every state's compliance requirements.
Common Ground Business is research-based,
science-based, and evidence-based. It is the most
engaging and eﬀective Harassment, Sexual Harassment,
and Abusive Conduct/Bullying training in existence.
These interactive experiences are ﬁctionalized dramatizations
of events that actually occurred, so they are never hokey or
boring to adult audiences. They allow learners to walk in other
people's shoes and to see themselves as others see them.
WILL Interactive's proprietary
Interactive Behavior Modiﬁcation
System applies neuroscience and
learning theory in a highly-engaging,
user-centered way. This appeals
simultaneously to Bloom's cognitive
and aﬀective learning domains.

This is You.TM Jennifer Brown.

The methodology used to create Common
Ground: increases knowledge, improves
on-the-job critical thinking, and optimizes
decision-making performance. We know of no
other training on this topic that can do that.

Employee-level users become an accountant at
Rocket Skate Rollercoaster Design and Engineering.
Jennifer has to navigate the following situations:
an inappropriate conversation, a conﬂict between
two coworkers, and repeated advances by an
admirer. She also advises a colleague about an
unwanted oﬀer made by a senior engineer.

This is You.TM Steven Genovsky.

Don’t take our word for it...

“Thank you for being absolutely
incredible to collaborate with! From
extraordinary people, to products, to support.
I am a RAVNG FAN!”
- Jennifer Arzberger, Ping Identity
©

Supervisors become second-in-command
at Rocket Skate Rollercoaster Design and
Engineering. Steven manages a
talented but eccentric workforce. He
has to navigate a sticky leadership
situation involving crass remarks made
by a valuable client. He also responds
appropriately to a harassment complaint
from an employee.

To order, please visit our website at

willinteractive.com
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Training From an Award Winning Team

Common Ground employs: scenario modeling,
branching decision points, onscreen hosts, case
study quizzes, beautiful graphic design, and respect
for
the intelligence
Or simply
try some of
of the
it foraudience.
yourself.

Make a choice that shows your organization is
committed to preventing behaviors that harm
quality of life and productivity.

https://willinteractive.com/demos/common-ground
Try some of it for yourself.

https://willinteractive.com/demos/common-ground

Common Ground is fully functional within
any LMS. WILL’s LMS portal is available if
you don’t have one.
Common Ground can be customized with
your logo, policies, and contact information.

Versions Include:
1-hour Fundamentals Course for
Employees
2-hour Fundamentals and Advanced
Course for Supervisors
1 and 2-hour California Compliant
Courses for Employees and
Supervisors (SB1343, SB396, AB1825,
AB2053, and SB396)

Facilitator version with guide

WILL harnesses the power of stories to deliver transformative results and long-term behavior
change for organizations that are serious about creating a positive workplace environment.

To order, please visit our website at willinteractive.com

301-983-6006
10000 Falls Rd Suite 305,
Potomac, MD 20854

